
Acousto-Magnetic
Hard Tag for 
Delicate Apparel
 AMT3220

    // Innovative Anti-theft tag for 
Delicate Apparel 
Optimizing and improving the customers’ 
shopping experience while safeguarding 
valuable inventory from theft is a 
continuous effort for retailers. Openly 
displayed items are essential to attract, 
engage and motivate a shopper to make 
a purchase.

Tyco Retail Solutions has provided 
Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) hard 
tags to the world’s foremost retailers for 
over 45 years.  Extending the portfolio 
of Sensormatic Acousto-Magnetic (AM) 
tags, the new, delicate apparel hard tag 
offers secure but discrete protection of 
delicate apparel and fine garments.

Items such as scarves, blouses, sarees, 
lingerie, bathing suits and more can 
now be openly merchandised and easily 
accessed for a better shopper experience. 
High-value, high-theft delicate apparel 
can now be securely displayed without 
fear of fabric damage due to hanging of 
merchandise or large tag pinholes. 

Where small form factor, light weight and 
thin pin design are critical, the genuine 

Sensormatic hard tag for delicate apparel 
is perfect to protect expensive and fragile 
fabrics, such as silk, rayon and linen.

Compatible with fabrics 0.1mm to 
0.3mm, a secure, non-slip pad provides 
additional security and prevention of 
garment damage from merchandising and 
typical tag usage.

As a strong visual deterrent to would-be 
thieves, the new Sensormatic hard tag 
delivers optimal merchandise protection, 
while preserving your bottom line.

Retailer Values:

// Highest quality design – 
suitable for most valuable 
delicates and fine fabrics

// Maximum merchandising 
flexibility – small tag form 
factor allows for easier 
stacking of garments

// Aesthetically pleasing – low 
visual impact due to small size 
and neutral color

// Flexible – compatible with 
standard Sensormatic 
magnetic detachers

Safer. Smarter. Tyco.TM

Sell Sheet



Product Compatibility
Sensormatic EAS Magnetic Detachers:

// MKD31 

// MKD400-BL

// MKD600

// AMK4100

// AMK4210

// AMK4300

Sensormatic Hard Tag for Delicate Apparel
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Product Features 

// Compatible with fabrics 0.1mm 
to 0.3mm, such as silks, sarees, 
pashminas, scarves, women’s 
delicates, cashmere blends, cottons 
and other thin synthetics

// Lighter weight compared to standard 
apparel security tags (<5g)

// Smaller form factor for improved 
merchandising (minimal footprint)

// Non-slip coated tag with molded 
non-slip features on the tack head 
prevents snagging of delicate fabrics, 
aids in merchandising and minimizes 
possibility of pin hole enlargement 

// Ultra-thin safety pin style smooth tack, 
secures tag onto garment leaving no 
perceptible hole

// Does not hinder fit or proper hanging 
of fabric

// Compatible with 5kG and 9kG 
magnetic detachers

Specifications
Length ............................. 45mm (1.77in.)

Width ............................. 25mm (0.98in.)

Tack ........................... 0.75mm (0.029in.)

Weight w/Tack ......... 4.0grams (0.14oz.)

Magnetic Lock Type ................ 5k-gauss

System ..............................................AM

Environmental
Operating Temperature
 -10° to 50°C (14° to 122° F)

Storage Conditions
 -30° to 60°C (-22° to 140° F)

Humidity
Unaffected by 85% humidity at 30°C
up to 96 hours (85% at 86° F)

Product Codes

ZLAMT3220-G 
Hard Grey Tag for Delicate Apparel

MJ3220-G 
Tack, Grey Hard Tag for Delicate Apparel

ZLAMT3220-B 
Black Hard Tag for Delicate Apparel

MJ3220-B 
Tack, Black Hard Tag for Delicate Apparel

AMT3220  
Acousto-Magnetic Hard Tag

Additional Information

The Tyco Retail Solutions portfolio is sold 
direct and through authorized business 
partners around the world. Please contact 
your sales professional for more details or 
visit www.tycoretailsolutions.com
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